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The Rocket Song
Terry Anderson
preclude-to Columbus
Columbus mighty sailor
your crew's courage begun to bend
every question to the lookout
asks 'any nearer to the end?'
each voyager whispers prayers
regretting every sin
eyes clutched upon the water
afraid of touching end
the sea-which rolls so lonely-
once cradled them as friend
before this foolish sailing
brought them nearer to the end
Columbus mighty sailor
soon o'er the edge you shall descend
and as you fall, you still won't know
if you were any nearer to the end.
rocket song number one
yes friend,
i too have thrown stones at that night
and wished to put a hole in that black sky
but my stones, so furiously thrown,
have always come down,
and brought me back to earth with them
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many of us
have thrown ourselves against that heaven
without an answer
save the splashing of a stone
we have run all the adventures
won all the games, broken every ribbon record
collected all the prizes
and kindly thanked the judges
and still
our stones splash back to this arena
so tired of the turning
tomorrow it will be broken
those centuries of futile stone throwing will be ended
tomorrow there will be no splash
no come-down,
the law which has always bound us will be gone
the truth which has handcuffed us will die
and we shall replace it with a rocket song
rocket song number two
a rocket rushing
beyond the clouds to cloudless space
earth, little sphere of blue
growing smaller, in short minutes
imust say good-bye
new universe
your lights sparkle against your evening
like a chandelier i've seen
her candle softly wavering
a glimmer from behind a tear
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rocket song number three
take it slow old turtle
and may we meet again in deep green sea
when time remembered and time forgot
are just a sleeper's reverie
good-bye my earth
confused by dreams not yet come fertile
may we meet 'neath sunny skies
upon this gnarled old turtle
rocket song number four
tonight there are a million stars
reflected on the sea
and a million eyes look outward to the stars
and just now it seems to me
their blinking is just looking back
to see that all goes well
on this their fellow wanderer
companion through the nights
rocket song number five
sing mercury fireball
raise high your smoldering voices
for now we join the universe
and every star rejoices
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sing soft your gentle songs
blue venus, bloody mars
the mother chord is broken
the path open to the stars
move swift your voice to praise me
jupiter great giant of the night
i pass you as a comet
afire with sparks of light
turn cautiously old warrior
saturn fat belt around your side
soon i say good-bye to you
and Titan your tiny bride
and yes my cold friend Uranus
i leave you to turn in shadowed sky
while i'm away, your path don't stray
and memory stay bright while i pass by
neptune, pluto dark friends of night
i pass beyond your sentinel watch
now to the galaxy
my hands extend to touch
rocket song number six
the empty,
space is my only friend
in this
my trek to find the end
the life,
wavering as light behind a flame
is more
than canvas without frame
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the sunlight,
cold surrounded by the night
is more
than shallow breathing 'gainst twilight
the heaven,
the question still deep in waters dark
is more
than answers from the heart
rocket song number seven
so m.any seeds scattered on the land
so many seeds blown across the waters
so many soils to nourish every seed
so many suns to give each seed a separate smile
so many winds to bring the seed to fruit
so many hands bent down to love the seed
and life around revolves
the final rocket song
the tune goes beyond these walls of space
to all the sands and all the stars
and somewhere,
in spite of darkness
and shades of moon,
the children tumble gentle into heaven
their heads spinning with the tune
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epilogue-ancestor
where will you rest your head
oh tired man
beneath the stars you've reached to touch
upon the land you've learned to love
will you walk upon the meadow
under moon in misty night
will you sing upon the shores
of sands on other spheres
where will you rest your head
oh tired man
tomorrow calls your name
and those gone before await your answer
